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There are more and more people in the rear, and more and more various fighters and various machines.

And the flag is flying…

Judging from the banner!

There are star countries, mainly the Samsung Group led by Lee Sung Min and the major forces.

There is Dongdao, all kinds of strong come out together.

There is a giant elephant country!

There is a war bear country!

There is a war leopard country!

…
One after another foreign reinforcements arrived.

They also took out their hole cards and the strong to support Daxia.

Although Leviathan is strong.

The number of available reinforcements is large, and the weapons are complex, many of which are
unknown to the Gods Laboratory.

It can threaten Leviathan to a certain extent.

shocked!

Completely dumbfounded!

Daxia was also dumbfounded here.

When did the foreign reinforcements come? ? ?

Especially seeing Star Country and East Island, I was even more dumbfounded.

These have always had a bad relationship with Daxia.

At the time of Daxia’s crisis, if you don’t stab in the back, can you still come to support?

An unprecedented first experience!

therefore.

They are dumbfounded.

Seeing more and more reinforcements in the rear, they are going crazy.

Even the war Eagle Nation sent people?

What’s the situation? ? ?

Is this the whole world coming?

Why did they come to support?

It’s incredible!

There is no reason!

the other side.

The Lab of the Gods did not respond to the sudden attack on Leviathan by the Bible organization.

Now another bad news is coming!

Countries all over the world have united and started to support Daxia.

Whether it is a good friend with Daxia or a bad friend, even the warhawk country, which has always had
hatred, has come to support it!

Incredible!

unimaginable!

After the support army from all over the world came.

Give Leviathan a heavy blow and suppress all Leviathan for a while.

Xiao Liejun’s department even informed Leviathan’s core weakness.

Now everyone went crazy and started attacking Leviathan.

Leviathan must be destroyed.

Leviathan fell into a besieged situation…

“puff!”

The anxious Mr. X couldn’t help it anymore and spouted out a mouthful of blood donation.

The situation has taken a turn for the worse.

Completely reversed.

They began to fight back.

This is what the Lab of the Gods didn’t think of anyway.

Leviathan failed.

So how do they plan to proceed.

Everyone’s body is shaking.

Planned for so long.

Unexpectedly, it was such a result.

No one wants to bear it!

crazy!

Everyone is going crazy!

Mr. X’s complexion is extremely pale…

This is already a defeat for him!

It was a complete mess.

If the two types of existence in Daxia’s legend appeared, give them such a blow.

They can accept it.

But now all this is unacceptable.

“What shall we do next?”

Lucifer began to ask.

“First, tell the chief priest immediately about this matter!”

“Second, let all Leviathans retreat! Assemble in this position of the sea!”

“Third, we are all dispatched! Dare to support Daxia, I will let you know what a massacre is!”

Mr. X was completely angry.

